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2009 NRC Special Inspection - RB Concrete Separation

03-Dec-09 9:05:23 AM

Request Number: 16

.... ..... . .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... ......... . . .. .. . .......Individual Contacted: ýGarry Miller Date Contacted: 10/22/2009

Requestor/Inspector: Louis Lake Category: Information Request

Request: Discuss the planned NDE method, its reliability, industry experience, and other pertinent
information.
B) Discuss supplementary verification plans to ensure results are reliable.

References:

Response Assigned to: Paul Fagan Date Due to Inspector: 10/26/2009

Response:

.A) Impulse Response (IR) test was chosen as the primary NDT technique to evaluate the extent of delamination.
The IR method uses a low strain impact from a hammer equipped with a load cell to send a stress wave through
,the element under test. The response to the input stress is measured using a velocity transducer (geophone).
'Both the hammer and the geophone are linked to a portable field computer for data acquisition and storage. Time
.records for both the hammer force and the geophone velocity response are transformed into the frequency
.domain using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm.
Average Mobility is the key parameter that the dynamic IR test produces. It is defined as the structural surface
velocity responding to the impact divided by the force input [(m/s)/N]. The mean mobility value over the 0.1-1 kHz
,range is directly related to the modulus, density and the effective thickness of the element. In general, presence
,of significant voiding or an internally delaminated or un-bonded layer will result in an increased average mobility
value. On the other hand, a sound concrete element without distress will produce a relatively low average mobilit'
,value. The test results can be analyzed and presented in the form of contour plots. The suspect areas can be
;identified through a scaled color scheme.
Comparing to another well-known NDT method Impact-Echo (IE) test, the IR test uses a compressive stress
;impact approximately 100 times that of the IE test. This greater stress input means that the plate responds to the
IR hammer impact in a bending mode over a very much lower frequency range (0-1 kHz for plate structures), as
opposed to the reflective mode of the IE test which normally requires a frequency range of approximately 5 to 30
,kHz, The influence of reinforcement and tendons in the structure has generally less impact than it would for IE
.test, while delamination at relatively shallow depth, if any, will dominate the signal response in IR testing. It
:makes it ideal to evaluate the presence of delamination without having to layout locations of tendon and
.reinforcing bars prior to the testing in a time critical project. However, the IR test cannot detect with high certainty'
*the absolute depth of delamination; rather it's on a comparative basis. The width or size of crack cannot be
determined in the IR testing.
:The IR test method has been used to evaluate concrete structure condition in the past 20 years. The test method.
.is in the process of being standardized by ASTM. CTLGroup has extensive experiences in utilizing this method to
characterize defects in concrete. IR test has been used in evaluating concrete structures in both nuclear and
:fossil power plants. CTL Group experience for nuclear related structures has been compiled (see attached).
B) According to the Progress Energy procedure PT-407T, Rev. 2, concrete core samples are removed in areas
with high mobility values (greater than 1.0) to confirm the presence of delamination. Core samples are also
,removed in areas where mobility value is in the "Gray" (between 0.4 and 1.0) range to verify the condition, unless
:the slightly elevated values can be dispositioned through evaluation. Many cores have been removed based on
.the IR test results along the boundary of delamination in the section where steam generator opening is located.
,At this time, the approximate 20 cores so far removed indicated the IR results have been accurate in
.characterizing the extent of delamination in the steam generator opening area. Also according to the test
procedure, a population of core samples is also removed from areas where low mobility values (less than 0.4)
,are obtained to confirm the sound concrete condition. Based on the core samples removed, the IR results have
'been accurate to detect a delamination in the concrete.
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